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PRESS RELEASE  

 

Find your dream team of washbasin and faucet 

 

Unique online configurator GROHE BestMatch™ helps to find the 

perfect combination of washbasin and faucet 

 

When it comes to choosing a washbasin and faucet for your bathroom, you 

are faced with a seemingly endless variety. But which faucet looks best with 

which basin? And what spout height and reach should I choose for a given 

basin? Answers to all these questions and more are provided by a new app 

called GROHE BestMatch™. This unique online configurator requires only a 

few clicks to identify the optimal combination of basin and faucet. Ensuring 

an attractive overall look, maximum comfort and a perfect flow of water has 

never been easier. 

 

Designer-approved combinations 

 

GROHE BestMatch™ makes designing your own bathroom even more fun. 

Simply click through the best combinations on the website or the app, save 

your personal favourites and post them on Pinterest or Facebook to discuss 

them with your friends.  

 

GROHE BestMatch™ is not based on a simple formula for the calculation of 

spout length, washbasin depth and the angle of incidence of the water. To 

make this online tool available to its customers, GROHE installed various 

faucet lines on the current washbasin lines from different manufacturers and 

subjected them to extensive tests. The tests were designed to establish the 

amount of splashing when the faucet is opened and during hand washing, 
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the amount of space remaining between the spout and the basin as well as 

the visual coherence of a combination.  

 

Paul Flowers, Senior Vice President Design of GROHE, personally examined 

all combinations prior to the tests and matched faucets to basins based on 

their shared design features. Some 3,000 combinations have already been 

tested in the GROHE Lab – more will follow. 

 

A few clicks take users to the dream team for their bathroom   

 

And this is how GROHE BestMatch™ works: The user chooses a faucet or a 

washbasin. Filters such as style, product type, form, installation and type of 

operation gradually narrow down the search. Products range from standard 

washbasins to built-in and under-counter basins to countertop basins and 

from faucets of different heights to free-standing single-lever mixers to wall-

mounted spouts. Straightforward navigation, a convenient search window, 

numerous decision-making aids and explanatory charts provide quick 

orientation. The search results can be narrowed down further by adding 

factors such as price range, brand, product line, faucet size and the style of 

the combination product, so that only the best variants will be shown. The 

result: no more annoying splashing of water, excellent comfort in use and 

great looks.  

 

Thanks to the realistic presentation of the products, everybody can evaluate 

the possible combinations without requiring a lot of imagination or the 

capacity to think three-dimensionally. This way, even combinations, which 

are nowhere to be found in local showrooms can be explored and shortlisted. 

This allows users to find the perfect bespoke solution for their bathroom. 
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What has long since been taken for granted in many spheres of everyday life 

such as fashion, living, food, electronics or automobiles now also comes true 

in the bathroom industry thanks to GROHE: an easy-to-use configurator 

offering genuine added value for the design of bathrooms. GROHE 

BestMatch™ makes splashing water and unsightly design combinations of 

washbasin and faucet a thing of the past - GROHE will find the dream team 

for any bathroom.  

 

The benefits of GROHE BestMatch™ at a glance 

Functions: 

- Guidance through complex product ranges 

- Possibility to try combinations on the online configurator in a quick and 

straightforward manner  

- Decision-making aids allow for easy coordination  

- Only wash basin/faucet combinations which have been tested visually and 

functionally are shown  
 

Results: 

- No splashing water when faucet is opened  

- Risk-free hand washing without water splashes 

- Convenient use of the washbasin combination thanks to sufficient space 

between faucet and basin 

- Attractively coordinated bathroom design thanks to professionally approved 

combination  

 

Go to www.bestmatch.grohe.com for more information.  
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Contact GROHE 

Feldmühleplatz 15, 40545 Düsseldorf, Germany, Phone: +49.(0)211/9130-3000,    

www.grohe.com  

  

Media contact 

dmc    

Rebecca Unsworth  rebecca.unsworth@dmcpr.co.uk  +44 118 9760030 

Susan Tyldesley  susan@dmcpr.co.uk  +44 7778 791373 
 

 


